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roductivity – the ratio of what is produced to what is required

to produce it. Or putting it another way, the total value of output

per unit of labor to produce it.

The definition is straightforward. Measurement, however,

is difficult at best. Its importance, nevertheless, is paramount.

Business costs and productivity is one of the five driver

areas in the Chamber’s Economic Vision 2010. Although health

care and other challenges remain, the 2002 Indiana tax restructuring

will undoubtedly provide a major boost to how the state compares in the business cost equation.

Productivity, though, has failed to rise above a D grade in the three years of the Economic Vision

2010 Report Card.

It’s not that Indiana companies and their employees are not improving what they do and how

they do it. But much like the overall economic picture, Indiana (and United States) gains in

productivity are not taking place at the levels enjoyed by other countries around the world.

Graham Toft, senior fellow at the Hudson Institute who led the team effort in compiling the

most recent Economic Vision 2010 Report Card, cautions, “It doesn’t say that we’re not working bloody

hard. It’s not that we have been slothing off. Our productivity has just become less competitive

than overseas.”

Looking back
It wasn’t always that way. Toft explains that Indiana’s very advanced manufacturing machine

of World War II led to high productivity throughout the 1950s and beyond. Productivity gains were

passed along in three ways – to shareholders, to workers in wages and in business reinvestments.

“Indiana’s worker wages were were well above the U.S. average,” Toft reports.

“They slowly declined – to the point where they are now 91% of the U.S. average.

New gains result primarily from investment in capital and technology.”

Japan’s major reinvestments in the 1970s ignited its productivity surge. The free

flow of information and capital led to a more competitive worldwide environment.

Still, Indiana enjoyed a niche in producing “good quality for good price goods with

jobs that paid good family wages.”

Toft writes in the most recent Economic Vision 2010 report: “At the beginning of

the 1990s, most European countries could compete only in high value added products

due to their high compensation costs. Asia, with its low compensation costs, focused

on low value added products.

“By the end of the 1990s, Indiana’s comfortable uniqueness had disappeared.

European and Canadian labor costs declined, while Asia’s increased. Indiana’s remained the

same. The result is a more competitive arena for Indiana’s manufacturers and its workers.”

Sweden is one of the current productivity poster childs. Low-end manufacturing

entities departed the country, but reinvestment has helped increase quality at competitive

unit labor costs. Toft expects even better things in the near future.

(The focus throughout this discussion is on manufacturing. Toft says it is the only

industry in which fairly precise information is available. The fast-growing services sector, with

higher quantities of direct labor, poses an even more daunting challenge.

Lee Krajewski, Ph.D., in the department of management and administrative sciences at Notre

Dame’s Mendoza College of Business, states, “One day you’ll be calling to talk to me about

productivity in the service sector. That’s where we need a lot of help, a lot of work. We’re whittling

away at manufacturing jobs. The way we’re moving forward, finding new ways to do things, people

might have to change their career plans).”

Productivity Predicament
Working Smarter Helps Boost Bottom Line

By Tom Schuman

Lee Krajewki says employers
must provide employees with
the “right technologies, right
tools and right training.”
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Inputs and outputs
The conclusion is that overall productivity must be improved.

How does that occur? One company, one business at a time.

Krawjewski points out that there are two basic ways to

increase productivity – reduce the number of inputs needed or

increase the rate of outputs. The latter requires a need for

additional products or services.

“In tough times, the natural reaction is that you don’t

have the demand,” he says, “so you focus on reducing the

amount of inputs. By decreasing inputs, you’re getting into the

supply chain aspect of the business. Not only are you reducing

the amounts of resources bought, but you may change what

you’re buying.”

Internal changes, Krajewski adds, are centered on ensuring

that employees have the “right technologies, right tools and

right training.”

One of the resources for obtaining the tools and the training

is Indiana Business Modernization and Technology Corporation

(BMT). Randell Eldridge, a regional representative who serves

13 counties in southeast Indiana, says companies are knocking

on BMT’s door with a plea for help in reducing costs.

One of the primary methods for achieving those cost

reductions is lean manufacturing. Eldridge explains the concept

through a Henry Ford statement that the longer a product

remains in the factory, the more cost involved with that product.

“If you list everything that happens to a product within a

factory, a number of those items do not add value to the product.

If you move it or let it sit, it doesn’t add value,” Eldridge reasons.

“The last 20 years companies have concentrated on improving

the value-added part. Up to 95% of the time is non-value added.”

A number of companies that Eldridge works with are

automobile industry suppliers. With financial pressures moving

down the supply chain, it’s either reduce costs or find another

line of business. 

Team effort
Whether it’s lean manufacturing or any of the other various

quality improvement programs, there is a central element

essential to substantive change taking place. The terminology

may change, but the meaning is the same.

“It’s technology of management, not just technology of

hardware,” Toft claims. “It’s a reconfiguration of the attitudes

of workers and of management practices. Some argue that the

management changes may be (the most difficult).”

Eldridge: “Attitude is extremely important. You have to get

people on the floor involved in the improvement process. They

know what’s going on, and they know how to improve it.”

Krajewski puts it this way: “If you’re concerned about

productivity in general and want to make changes to the way you

do things, one of the biggest hurdles is behavior, or psychological

implications. You have to embrace change all the way to the

top. (Management) has to communicate, so everyone sees that

they are all in this together.”

Although decreasing the inputs or increasing the outputs

is often the primary focus, Eldridge warns that lean manufacturing

is only successful if it is integrated as a total company philosophy.

“Everything in a company will change. Support functions,

sales, marketing,” he says. “We teach a lot of lean manufacturing

tools that will improve the bottom line of the company. (If

companies don’t accept the wholesale changes), they can be

effective in the short term, but it won’t provide the continuous

improvement they need.”

Whether it results from necessity or is a byproduct of

continuous improvement processes, times of economic turmoil

can lead to enhanced productivity. Why? Cautious customers

and a downturn in business yield a commodity – time –

often missing.

Krajewski recounts that decreased demand during previous

recessions allowed companies to take closer looks internally,

helping produce greater efficiencies. New business processes,

Austin Tri-Hawk Automotive emphasizes convenience and safety through elements

such as “blue” innovations that include putting everything in its place, a turntable

to easily shift a welding machine and stacked work space. Learn more about the

company beginning on Page 24.
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automation and other advances, however, can yield an

unwelcome consequence.

“Job losses are the tough thing in all of this. Displacement

does take place,” the Notre Dame professor says. “People get

laid off, but when (economic) times come back, companies

found that they didn’t have to rehire them.”

Toft is quick to assert that there are personal and community

consequences associated with productivity gains that contribute

to job losses. But he counters that the state’s philosophy must

change.

“After the recession of 1980-82, it was jobs, jobs, jobs.

People still think we need to grow the numbers, when what we

need to grow is job quality,” he says. “The fact that there might

be fewer jobs leads to unnecessary conflict between labor

and business. Both should be talking about the same thing.”

Dynamism required
There is a reason Economic Vision 2010 has five drivers.

The key areas in which Indiana must excel in order to “focus on

high-skill, high-wage jobs and outstanding productivity” are interrelated. Productivity requires

the support of an economic environment that is both dynamic and entrepreneurial.

There is no denying the connection between technology and productivity. Churning (a product

of new business starts compared to business failures) is a definite

aspect of the knowledge economy, Toft declares. Although

there is no statistical correlation, there is an intuitive relationship.

“You need dynamism. You need to be on the frontier,

working on new technology,” he says. “More business starts

probably means more innovation with the hope that some of

it sticks.” And that innovation leads to increased productivity.

Although numerous job losses have garnered the headlines,

more than 30% of Indiana’s gross state product is dependent

on manufacturing. An industry and occupation analysis of

towns and cities, small and large, reveals a strong manufacturing

presence. While large cities dominate many states, Indiana

is often referred to as a state of many towns.

Toft notes, “There is a lot of research into the role of large

metro areas as agents of change. There is more interaction,

ownership of capital and the markets are larger. Sometimes

there is not a high level of engagement or dynamism in

smaller towns. That’s why it is important to have regional

strategies in Indiana.”

Those strategies include providing the proper resources.

They feature a mentality of acting now, seeking change, being a leader in the new economy.

“We need more localized seed capital funds,” asserts Toft, who estimates that only 20% of

U.S. communities go beyond the next year’s agenda to take a serious look at the future. “Will we

make mistakes? No doubt. If we sit back, there are absolutely no winners. It’s really another

industrial revolution we’re going through.”

A revolution that will be won by those that are innovative, dynamic and productive.

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Graham Toft, Hudson Institute, at (317) 549-4185 or 

e-mail: graham@hudson.org

Randell Eldridge, BMT, at (812) 949-7703 or 

e-mail: region_9@bmtadvantage.org

Lee Krajewski, University of Notre Dame, at (574) 631-9063 or 

e-mail: Leroy.j.krajewski.2@nd.edu
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Economic Vision 2010 Report Card
The top ranking productivity states in the 2002 evaluation

are Alaska, New Mexico and New Jersey – each with A+ grades. 

Grades for Midwest competitors are Illinois, B-; Michigan, C;

Ohio, C-; and Kentucky, D. Receiving F grades for 2002 are

Alabama, Arkansas, Maine, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska,

North Dakota, South Carolina, Tennessee and Wisconsin.

IInnddiiaannaa

2002 – D

Value added per manufacturing production worker – 26th

Gross state product per worker – 41st

2001 – D

2000 – D+

Resource: Complete Report Card available at 

www.indianachamber.com

A small group discussion allows members to share ideas and processes

at a NAMIC (Network for the Advancement of Manufacturing in Central

Indiana) meeting.


